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LETTER FROM OUR CEO
We entered 2020 filled with hope and excitement, but nothing would have
prepared us, or the world for that matter, for what was to come. Who would
have thought that a virus would force the world to come to a drastic halt
and upend our lives? But while the pandemic brought with it a lot of
hardships and losses, it taught us how to be resilient, how to adapt, but
above all, it taught us that saving nature is ultimately about saving
ourselves.
At the start of 2020, our six Zambian safaris were in full swing and our fundraising gala was fast
approaching - until everything came to a sudden standstill. Thankfully, we managed to just make
our Emerald safari in February, with the majority of funds raised from this trip injected back into our
anti-poaching operations in South Luangwa National Park. Thanks to these efforts and the ongoing
support from all of you, we helped our field partner, Conservation South Luangwa, increase their
anti-poaching operations, and in 2020 they deployed more patrols than in the last 20 years. It is this
kind of rocksteady commitment that helps us achieve big wins. Since 2017, we have seen a decline
in poaching in the area, with a 66% drop in elephant poaching in the last two years,
But our anti-poaching operations would be far from complete without the Cessna 180 - the only
aircraft in South Luangwa that helps cover vast amounts of land quickly and helps stop poachers
in their tracks. 2020 marks our fifth-year of proudly assisting in the operational funding of this
aircraft, which is shared by our field partners, Conservation South Luangwa and Zambian Carnivore
Programme. This year alone, the plane flew over 441 hours and carried out over 203 missions
dedicated to aerial surveillance and animal tracking. The aircraft has truly revolutionized the work
carried out in the area and has formed a large part of the anti-poaching success we are seeing
today.
In times like these, it is the vulnerable yet resilient communities that are most hard hit and that
further struggle at pulling themselves out of poverty. The Covid-19 pandemic highlights just how
vital our work is in providing local Zambians with Earth’s most basic commodity - clean drinking
water. At the end of 2020, thanks to a generous donor, Bill Malesich, we managed to stick to our
commitment and funded our 16th borehole in partnership with The Bushcamp Company. This
much-needed borehole is now providing clean drinking water to 250 people in the villages of
Chota and Muzenje in Eastern Zambia.
While 2020 was no easy feat, we look back at the year filled with gratitude. Never before have we
needed the support from all of you as much as we do now. Thank you for standing by us in a year
dominated by uncertainty. Together we can continue to protect Zambia’s impoverished 		
communities, its endangered wildlife, and above all, our natural world. Because if there was ever
a year to recognize our dependence on nature and appreciate why we do what we do, it is most
definitely this one.
Thank you for believing in Dazzle Africa.
Stacy James
CEO of Dazzle Africa
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16th

$25,000

4,112

borehole dug, providing clean
drinking water to an additional
250 people, totalling 4,500
people in all

donated to a long-standing
full-time wildlife veterinarian
in South Luangwa Valley

days on patrol, helping clamp
down on illegal poachers and
end wildlife trafficking

11
students currently undergoing
their studies, including 3 new
students sponsored this year

IMPACT IN
NUMBERS

441
hours flown in support of
anti-poaching operations
and carnivore conservation

$3,500

87

donated to send 350 locals
on safari

illegal firearms
confiscated

722

$30,000

165

snares successfully
removed

donated to our Scouts
Program
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suspects arrested

TRANSFORMING LIVES THROUGH
EDUCATION
Dazzle Africa believes that with a strong education we
can once and for all break the cycle of poverty. We
provide local Zambians with the right tools that will
empower them to take control of their lives and see
them thrive.

Maureen Mwanza

Festus Phiri

Maston Banda

Mfuwe Day Secondary
School, 9th Grade

Mambwe Boarding School,
12th Grade

Clinical Medicine
Eden Institute, Bachelors of
Science

Sponsor: Bill Malesich

Sponsors: Leota Tucker, Joe
Stallings and Detra Walker

Sponsors: Gretchen Prins,
Amanda Morrison, Holmes
Family, Joe Stallings and Heidi
& Howard Osterman

Meet Our Students of 2020
Dazzle Africa has a vision - to close the gap of higher education and transform Zambian
communities one child at a time. Our educational scholarships have a primary emphasis on
higher education as we believe that this will not only benefit the students but the effects will
reach the entire community at large.
Since 2012, we have sponsored 33 students, 11 of which are currently undergoing their
studies, including 3 new students sponsored this year - we welcome Violet Ngoma, Shylet Jere
and Margaret Mwale.

Mercy Njobvu

Likando Maimbolwa

Brian Banda

Veterinary Medicine
University of Zambia

Nursing
Lusaka Apex Medical University

Clinical Science
Cavendish University

Sponsor: Lacey Miller

Sponsors: Zur Attias
and Brenda Rusnak

Sponsor: Dana Balaban
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Simon Banda

Jesscline Mwembela

Violet Ngoma

Cooking Apprenticeship
at Dorphil Restaurant

Mambwe Boarding
School, 12th Grade

Tourism & Hospitality
Zambian Institute of Tourism &
Hospitality Studies

Sponsors: Leota Tucker
and Joe Stallings

Sponsor: Ana Vegega
Sponsors: Claudia Zundel and
Sharon Liu

Shylet Jere

Margaret Mwale

Natural Resource
Management Diploma
Zambia Forestry College

Bachelors of Science
Wildlife Management
Copper Belt University

Sponsor: Janet Lewis

Sponsors: Nancy Law and
Mike5Paredes

Women in Wildlife
Led by 2016 National Geographic Emerger, Thandiwe Mweeta, Dazzle Africa
partners with Zambian Carnivore Program to help fund the Women in Wildlife
program that increases participation and involvement by women in the 		
conservation sector.
This year, thanks to three generous donors, we are funding two women, Margaret
Mwale and Mercy Njobvu, that have risen from the extraordinary Women in
Wildlife program. This opportunity will help these women go on to become
leaders in their field and form an integral part of wildlife conservation in Zambia.

Hands Over Zambia
Hands Over Zambia is an entrepreneur program that was launched in 2016 and
provides skill-based training to Mfuwe Secondary School teachers and students.
The program focuses on helping them identify and create profitable handmade
crafts with locally sourced materials which they can then sell to tourists. The
program teaches students and teachers important life skills and helps them
become financially self-sufficient.

© Zambian Carnivore Programme

Unfortunately 2020 was a challenging year for Hands Over Zambia. The
pandemic forced the school to temporarily shut its doors with the entrepreneur
program coming to a standstill. Although very few tourists visited the shop this
year, the teachers and students still managed to sell their crafts at our 		
virtual Imagine Gala, raising $3,500. These proceeds have not only gone on to
help expand the school’s lunch meal program that feeds over 700 students a day,
but it has also helped purchase more materials to make more crafts, buy
face shields for teachers to protect them against Covid-19, paint a boy's dorm
room and refurbish the Hands Over Zambia storefront.

“[My degree in wildlife management] will bring me closer to achieving my
lifelong dream of helping animals and protecting them. ” - Margaret Mwale,
6
Dazzle Africa's sponsored student

A beautifully hand-crafted herd of elephants created by the talented teachers and students 		
behind Hands Over Zambia © Moyo Samson
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POWERING CONSERVATION
2020 saw a rise in poaching across Africa but
not in South Luangwa National Park. Since
2017, we have seen an overall decline in
poaching in the park with a 66% drop in 		
elephant poaching in the last 2 years.
Wings for Wildlife
Dazzle Africa continues to assist in the operational funding of the only plane
used for anti-poaching, research and monitoring in South Luangwa for the fifth
year running. Without aerial support, our partners’ anti-poaching operations and
research conservation work in the area would be far from complete, 		
particularly during the rainy season where most places become inaccessible by
foot or vehicle.
While this year came with its fair share of obstacles and challenges, we are
proud to report that the conservation programs continued running in 2020 with
more support than in previous years.
The plane took to the skies and flew for over 441 hours in support of 		
anti-poaching and carnivore conservation efforts and over 203 missions were
dedicated to aerial surveillance and animal tracking. The aircraft has 		
revolutionized the work carried out in the area, and thanks to these efforts, 2020
saw a significant decline in elephant poaching.

Scout Sponsorship Program
We partner with Conservation South Luangwa and help fund Zambia’s 		
frontliners who stop poachers in their tracks.
Through our scout sponsorship program we do not only help keep scouts in the
field but help provide them with the means to succeed. This year, we helped
fund the salaries of 58 community-based wildlife scouts, helped provide patrol
equipment to over 200 wildlife scouts, assisted in maintaining and managing the
K9 unit through its 4 detection dogs and 10 personnel, and assisted in providing
patrol rations for anti-snaring patrols and anti-poaching operations.
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© Mike Paredes

Lion Recovery Fund
Lion numbers have declined by half in just 25 years. Human-lion conflict,
habitat loss and bushmeat poaching are by far the biggest threats posed to
lions and responsible for the decimation of this species.
The Lion Recovery Fund (LRF) was created by the Wildlife Conservation Network
in partnership with the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation and invests in the most
effective projects across Africa that can recover lion numbers and restore their
landscapes.
In March 2019, the LRF formed the Lionscape Coalition which allows Africa’s top
tourism operators and travel partners, like Dazzle Africa, to lead the way in
supporting on-the-ground conservation work and encouraging clients to join the
movement in securing a brighter future for lions and their habitat.
2020 marks Dazzle Africa’s second year as proud members of the Lionscape
Coalition. We believe that a future without lions is simply unimaginable, which is
why we are honored to be part of this coalition and are committed more than ever
to continue raising funds and rallying all the support we can get to help protect
this majestic animal and its precious home.

© Zambian Carnivore Programme

© Lion Recovery Fund
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Wildlife & Community Veterinarian
If there was ever a year to shine a spotlight on the importance of wildlife
health, it is most definitely this one.
When Dazzle Africa first started working in Zambia back in 2012 there was
just one full-time wildlife veterinarian in the entire country. After witnessing a
tragic incident of an elephant being snared, we realized that we needed to do
something to help protect Zambia’s wildlife. And so, in 2013 we partnered with
Conservation South Luangwa and Zambian Carnivore Programme, to fund the
second full-time wildlife veterinarian in the country, Dr. Mwamba Sichande.
Dr. Sichande is based in the South Luangwa Valley whose work is imperative
to protecting the endangered wildlife in South Luangwa National Park. From
de-snaring wildlife caught in poaching traps to collaring Africa wild dogs and
lions, Dr. Sichande lies at the forefront of wildlife conservation. But his work does
not stop there. He also cares for domestic cats and dogs in the village of Mfuwe.
Part of his job is carrying out vaccinations to prevent diseases such as rabies
from spreading to wildlife, particularly to Africa wild dogs where in the past,
whole packs have been wiped out.
This year, Dr. Sichande and his team rescued and treated 16 animals from
deadly snares put out by poachers, including four giraffes, five elephants and
one wild dog. He collared 15 lions and 30 wild dogs to conduct important
wildlife conservation and research work and carried out important domestic
activities in Mfuwe. This included vaccinating 275 pets, spaying 19 dogs and 8
cats, treating 30 dogs for Parvo, amongst many other things.

Honoring Fitzgerald Mukumbi
In November 2020, the world lost a shining bright light our sixth-year veterinary student, Fitzgerald Mukumbi, who
died in his sleep, just weeks away from graduating as a
vet. Fitzgerald was a great man with a beautiful soul who
touched the lives and hearts of all who knew him. He was a
compassionate, diligent man with a great sense of humour
and will be deeply missed, but his legacy will live on. Thank
you to our generous sponsor, Zur Attias, for giving 		
Fitzgerald the opportunity to spend his last remaining years
of life doing what he loved most and making a difference
along the way.
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© Conservation South Luangwa

Dr. Sichande has also become a mentor to rural Zambian students aspiring to
become veterinarians, with many students having gone on to study 		
veterinary medicine. Since funding Dr. Sichande, we have seen first-hand a shift
in the community mindset. His passion, commitment and willingness to teach
has inspired many to follow in his footsteps and changed people’s perception of
Zambia’s domestic animals and endangered wildlife.

“Dr. Sichande is more than a vet, he is shaping the way young Zambians envision
their future. His inviting demeanor and dedication to wildlife is growing a
movement of appreciation and protection for animals and their environment.
Ultimately, he is securing the future of conservation for generations to come.” 13
Stacy James, CEO of Dazzle Africa.

HELPING COMMUNITIES
SURVIVE AND THRIVE
Water scarcity is a stark reality for over 700
million people globally, with over 5.4 			
million people in Zambia without access to
safe drinking water. We help tackle this crisis.
Bringing Clean Water to Local Communities
Covid-19 has proven that hygiene is paramount if we are to combat this disease
and any future diseases. Yet an estimated 291 percent of people globally
suffer from lack of access to safe drinking water. Families, with the burden
largely falling on women and children, need to travel many miles every day just
to gain access to water - water that is often contaminated with life-threatening
diseases.

© Samson Moyo

In 2016, Dazzle Africa made a promise to bring clean and safe drinking 		
water to rural communities in Eastern Zambia. This year, thanks to our 		
generous donor, Bill Malesich, we managed to stick to our promise and have
funded our 16th borehole in partnership with The Bushcamp Company. This
borehole is now providing clean drinking water to 250 people in the villages of
Chota and Muzenje. It is also helping children stay in school as they no longer
need to travel many hours every day to fetch clean water.

“Many households used to drink saltwater from the only source of water near the
village. The water tasted terrible and would turn the food yellow when cooking.
Now hundreds of people don’t have to risk their health and they can enjoy the
taste of fresh water.” - Lesley Kalonga, a local teacher from the Muzenje
14
village.

Lesley Kalonga, a local teacher from Muzenje describes what life was like
before the borehole - “Many households used to drink saltwater from the only
source of water near the village. The water tasted terrible and would turn the
food yellow when cooking. Now hundreds of people don’t have to risk their
health and they can enjoy the taste of fresh water.”
Lesley’s testimony is just one example of how a borehole can transform lives.
With no proper infrastructure to provide them with clean drinking water, these
communities depend on all the help they can get. To date, Dazzle Africa
provides clean water to 4,500 people in South Luangwa Valley with the aim to
keep on going. While we don't have the power to decide what life we are born
into, we do have the power to help those that have been born into one less
fortunate than ours and make a true difference to these people's lives.
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National Geographic, 2015 estimate

OUR SAFARIS
The funds raised from our philanthropic safaris
are injected back into our conservation, 		
community and education programs.
As travel in 2020 came to a screeching halt worldwide, so did most of our
safaris. In February, just as reports started to surface about Covid-19, our 13
guests set off on Dazzle Africa’s Emerald safari in South Luangwa Valley in
Zambia. This turned out to be our first and last safari of 2020, which thankfully
raised over $25,000 for our projects and partners in the field.
While our safaris are the main driving force of our organization, 2020 quickly
taught us that we needed to temporarily shift our focus if we were to keep
funding our work and projects in Zambia, and so we did.
But while 2020 was a turbulent year, there is now light at the end of the
tunnel with our Emerald safari scheduled for February 2022. This will be our
first Zambian safari in two years! The safari will resume in 2022 in two parts:
February 25th - March 7th which is unfortunately already sold out, and March
9-19th 2022 which luckily, as we write this, has one chalet left! For more
details click here.
We cannot wait to welcome you again and take you on a much-needed and
well-deserved journey through the magical Luangwa. It’s been a tough time
for everyone, so what better way to unwind than by immersing yourselves
deep in nature and connecting with Zambia's people and its wildlife.

Our guests on the Emerald Safari in February 2020 © Mike Paredes
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IMAGINE GALA
Thank you to everyone for coming together and helping make the Imagine
Gala happen. From virtually attending the evening, to participating in the
auction, to spreading the word, it is because of you that we successfully
managed to raise $155,000.
Thank you to the generosity of our gala sponsors for putting rocket fuel
under our dynamic projects in Zambia.
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Carlos ElorzA

Gala Prize Donors

Gala Volunteers

A heartfelt thank you to all those who helped bring something to the table on the night.
From a beautiful piece of art to a memorable experience and more, your donations are
helping power our vital work in Zambia.

A special thank you to our gala volunteers who kindly dedicated their time and worked 		
tirelessly to turn the gala into a great success.

Andrew Branch - Zion Art
Dorothy Brown - Wellness Certificate & Champagne
Brian Bergford - Performance Coaching
Nick Binger - Learn WPT
Chastity - Tarot Reader
Jeff Couture -Plant-Based Meal Delivery
Malaney Dodson - Lion Scratch Art
Lori Douglas - Dog Training
Corey Fagan - First Friday Las Vegas
Corey & Emily Fagan - Art Framing
Betty Ann Field - Pink Adventure Tours
Four Seasons Hotel
Flowerchild Restaurant
Las Vegas Aviators
Las Vegas Laser Services
Mary Giuliano - Vegas Golden Knights
Michele Graves - Handcrafted Greeting Cards
Joanne Hardy - Reiki & Massage
Paula Hilt - Wine and Cheese Basket
Peter Holden - Chesapeake Bay Yacht Cruise
Thomas Hyde - Divine Feminine Voice Program
Dwayne Jordon - Wood Be Art
Dan & Terrie Lewis - Dog Stroller
Shawn Marshall - Wellness Package
Maya Neal - Lifecoaching Session
Todd Neal - Massage
Paige & Kelley - Evel Knievel Gift Basket
Mike Paredes & Nancy Law - Elephant Art
Cory Pearson - Professional Ice Skating Lessons
Patty Peters - Vegas Valley Winery
J.Elizabeth Portraiture
Gretchen Prins - Self Care & African Baskets
Angelo Reyes - Tres Cazuelas
Don Miguel Ruiz
Christian Sanchez - Professional Golf Lessons
Michelle Sanchez- Yoga Lessons
Cathy & Mike Smith - Wildlife Photography
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Socorro - Spiritual Meditation Sessions
Jennifer & Chris St. Marie
The Spa at Lakeside
TPC Summerlin Golf Package
Trufusion Las Vegas
Edmundo Thomas - Tango Instruction
Carol & Steve Van Bruggen - Costa Rican
Getaway
Claudia Zundel - African Decor

Gala Lead Organizer
Massiel Merritt
Gala Volunteers
Princesa Abigail
Donielle Alexander
Denna Atkinson
Andrew Branch
Dorothy Brown
Carol Carrasquillo
Stacy Carrier
Chip Croop
Paul Delfín
Carlos Elorza
Corey Fagan
Emily Fagan
Elisa Fiorillo
Dawn Gordon
Joanne Hardy
Mario Lagsbartt
Stephanie Lemus
Jennifer St. Marie
Massiel Merritt
Ryan Merritt
Calum Pearson
Cory Pearson
Frida Piña
Gretchen Prins

Kristin Slavic
Emily Sofia
Moranoba Sotelo
Cuarteto Cuerdas Thalia Strings
Brandon Garcia Villegas
Lori White
Kevin Zimmermann
In Memoriam
David Darlington

Lastly, thank you to all those who joined us on the night of the gala and helped us raise crucial
funds. It is thanks to this shared determination that we are transforming lives. And for that, we
are forever grateful.
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FINANCE SUMMARY
Thank you for your contributions and partnership in 2020! Despite
Covid-19 and all the challenges that came with it, we still managed to
successfully contribute $174,159 directly to our charitable partners in
2020.
If you wish to see detailed information regarding our finances, please 		
click here to access our IRS 990 tax form. To see past years you can also see
them here. If you have any questions, we are happy to answer them.
Operational funding is covered through our Dazzle Africa Champions and
other established sources, so we are thrilled to say that 100% of what you
donate goes directly to our clean water, education and conservation projects.
You are the reason that we were able to continue to support disadvantaged
children, impoverished communities and endangered wildlife. Thank you for
being an important part of the solution!
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THANK YOU
Thank you to our Board of Directors, Champions and Team for your passion, dedication and commitment that is providing Dazzle Africa with a rock-solid foundation and allowing us to excel in what
we do. Here’s to continuing to turn dreams into realities and to helping the communities and wildlife of Zambia.

Board of Directors

Ami Desai
President

Cathy Smith
Secretary

Marki Sindlinger
Treasurer

Mike Paredes
Board Director

Frank Coyne
Board Director

Caroline Jones
Co-Founder

Lacey Miller

Heidi & Howard
Osterman

Champions

Dana Balaban

Crystal Gordon
& Alyssa Yatsko

Dazzle Africa Team

Stacy James
CEO & Co-Founder

Kristi Overgaard

Joseph Stalling

Co-Founders

Kevin Zimmermann
Safari Sales Director
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Stephanie Lemus
Executive Assistant

Donielle Alexander
Co-Founder

Sarah Early
Co-Founder

Shera Pillsbury
Co-Founder
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Joanne Hardy
Co-Founder

THANK YOU
We could not be more grateful for all our generous sponsors, supporters and donors. Thank you for helping us weather the storm in 2020 and continuing to stand by us. We know that the
difficulties and challenges are far from over but we would not have come this far if it wasn’t for your constant support.

$25,000 & Above
Jim & Debbie Andrews
Cathy & Mike Smith
$10,000 - $24,999
Dana Balaban
Crystal Gordon & Alyssa Yatkso
Caroline Jones
Janet Lewis
Lacey Miller
Heidi & Howard Osterman
Kristi Overgaard
Joe Stallings
$5,000 - $9,999
Chip Croop & Stacy James
Ami Desai
Praful & Sushila Desai
Mary Giuliano
Bill Malesich
Mike Paredes & Nancy Law
$1,000 - $4,999
Karen Ash
Susan & Jim Bird
Janna Bosworth
Alice & Frank Coyne
Jessica & Pasha Esfandiari
Jane & Jeff Gale
Dawn Gordon
Kristie & Gabe Griess
Randi & Doug Holmes
Tina & Dallas Keller
Sharon Liu
Michael & Linda McCourt

Sue Merrilees
Lisa & Larry Miller
Amanda Morrison
Chris & John Oskirko
Carl Parrish
Gretchen Prins
Kelly Ricci
Denise Roman
John Rouse
Anita Faye Thomas
Ana Vegega
Jodi & Guy Wells
Kevin & Carol Zimmermann
$500 - $999
Micaela Bellopede
Michael Binger
John McLennan & Mark Brogna
Andrew Brown
Dorothy Brown
Lucy Crockett
Monique Derfuss
Jim Diack
Ben Dominguez
Laura Evans
Michael Giesler
Kirk Hartle
Julie Howell
Janet & Jamie Jeffers
Christopher Jones
Olga & Rafael Juarez
Gary Kilbourn
Michelle & Richard Knoll
Carolynn Mullaney
Sherilyn Pillsbury
Dorothy Scaringe
Deb Toro
Leota Tucker
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Kathy Vanderbeek
Leonard and Lisa Wheeler
Matt and Jayneann Wikler
Claudia Zundel
$10 - $499
Linda Adelson
Lisa Adjini
Connie Andersen
Helen Arnold
Melissa Austad
Michael Baird
Catherine Barbour
Evan Barson
Andrea Batlemento
Clare & Stephanie Becker
Dana Becker
Michael Becker
Holly Beckley
Tanja Berolzheimer
Jeff Bessen
Tommy Betts
Qiang Biddison
Rick Binger
Bernadette Blauensteiner
Melany Ruiz Blaine
Benjamin Boham
Megan Boyle
Stacy Broncucia
Zac Broomfield
Carol Van Bruggen
Jennifer Buchholtz
Lori Burns
Julie Butchko
Ciara Byrne
Silvanna Camancho
Laurie Carson
Christine Cassidy

Michelle Castro
Brenda Cherepy-Shores
Jacqui Ching
Mason Collins
Patti Compston
Carol Craft
Sima Crawford
Leslie Cuddy
Khara Cundiff
Janice Current
Shawnell Curtis
Jerry Dattilo
Dallyce & Scott DeMoulin
Patti De Rozario
Melody Dean
Elisa Dease
Larry Dusak
Sarah Early
Kees Edelman
Alisa Elmore
Corey Fagan
Barbara Fay
Jean Ann Feneis
Shannon Fessler
Brandie Feuer
Kim Fitch
Francesca Flick
Auguste Francois
Tammy Frisbey
Angelina Galindo
Betty Gonzalez
William Gordon
Michele Graves
Heidi Guercio
Kayte Guerrero
Melissa Hagen
Steve Haggett
Rick Hanson & Maria Serna
Joanne Hardy

Marissa Harman
Chris Harvey
Christen Hawthorne
Lisa Healy
Paula Hilt
Leah Hisatake
Iris Ho
Charmaine Hornick
Dutch Van Hout
Robert Hughes
Cheryl Hunt
Julie Husson
Jennifer Jackson
Courtney Johnston
Tanya Kaminski-Mata
Carolynn Kane
Grace Kawagucci
Tama Keresoma
Janice Kieff
Kevin Knievel & Paige Yaharus
Brett Koehler
Lisa LaBreche
Ruth Lanza
Hannah Lee
Chas Leichner
Stephanie Lemus
Ray Lewis
Chris & Diane Martin
Virginia Maycox
Michael McGowan
Diana Mendez
Anne Menik
Holly Merker
Justina Mickelson
Micke's Miracles, Inc.
Ina & Mukund Mohan
Clara Moore
Andrew Muller
Terry Myrrdin
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Hannah Neary
Alexandra Nichols
Lynn Nourse
Robert Nuscher
Sue Olsen
Angela Ortega-Bermudez
Julie Osborne
Mykala Paige
John Payne
Kathy Pear
Rachel Pearl
Kevin Penny
Jeanne Prayther
John & Layna Pruett
Paul Reams
Judy Robinson
Colleen Roccanova
Lynda Rose
Brenda Rusnak
Laura Ryder
Steve & Marsala Rypka
Karen Scott
Melissa Shaughnessy
Amy Shaughnessy Johanek
Beckie Shutt
Valentina Silvestrini
Judith Sims
Marki Sindlinger
Kristin Slavick
Elyana Smith
Kella Smith
Jill Snyder
Tiffini Sorcic
Tracy Stayton
Jada Tam
Caron Tayloe
Becky Torrez
Ariadne Ugarte
United Airlines

John Vanderbeek
Amy Viktoria
Detra Walker
Keith Warren
Amanda Wayman
Sandra and Arnold Webster
Cynthia Wenrich
Sean West
Sandy Wolff
Jordan Wollin
Jan Wootten
Katherine and Michael Yatsko
Sean West
Erica Zaldivar
Zane Zumbahlen
In Kind
805 Beer
94.1
Africa Hope Fund
Fairlie Arrow
Benbella
Brian Bergford - Bergford Performance Systems
Nick Binger
Andrew Branch-Art
Dorothy Brown
Carol and Steve Van Bruggen
Candice + Shawn The Art of Wellness
Trace Cazuelas
Channel 3
Channel 13
Chastity Tarot Card Reader
Socorro Chavez- Meditation
Billie Cole - Deblanc Music
Jeff Couture
David Craig
Carol Craft
Chip Croop
David Darlington
Denay & Andrew Photography
Malaney Dodson - Artist
Lori Douglas
Kri Edholm - KRICO Website Services
Carlos Elorza
Corey and Emily Fagan
First Friday Las Vegas
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Flow Motion Fitness
Flower Child
Four Seasons
Fox 5
Fox Restaurant Concepts
Mary Giuliano
Grape Expectations
Michael Graves - Handmade Cards
Golden Arrow Promotions
Joanne Hardy - Reiki Massage
Rocky & Kat Hawkins
Paula Hilt
Peter Holden
Thomas Hyde- Divine Feminine Voice Program
Duane Jordan
Kelly Knievel & Paige Yaharus
Krevich Consulting- Samantha Krerowicz
Kristin Elizabeth Photography
Las Vegas Aviators
Las Vegas Laser Services
Amie Leadingham
Les Kakuhuana - EmbajadorTequila
Dan and Terrie Lewis
Jodhana Heritage Resorts
Joseph Phelps Winery
Shawn Marshall- Wellness Instructor
Sue Merrilees
Massiel Merritt Realtor
Ryan Merritt
Jodie Milmore
Sara Mizzi
Mulberry Mongoose
Maya Neal - Massage Therapist
Todd Neal
Toni Okamoto
Mike Paredes and Nancy Law
Cory Pearson
Performing Artist Gary Gibson
Performing Artists Mo5aic
Pink Jeep Tours
Plant Bass Bro To Go
Poo Patrol LV
J. Elizabeth Portraiture
Gretchen Prins
Angelo Reyes
Don Miguel Ruiz
Chris and Jennifer St. Marie

Michelle Sanchez - Zensationally Balanced
Skin City Body Painting
Soneva
Southwest Bikes
Cathy and Mike Smith- UntamedPics.com
Studio 1851
Tarot Card Reader
Terry & Dan
The Art of Wellness
The Bushcamp Company
The Firm
The Humblewood Company
The Spa at Lakeside
TPC Summerlin
Edmundo Thomas- Tango Lessons
Treasure Island
Tribal Textiles
True Fusion
Maxine Trainer
Vegas Valley Winery
Wheel + Kin
WOOD BE
Claudia Zundel
For Going Above & Beyond
Fairlie Arrow
Chip Croop
Kristin Edholm & Carlene Helbert
Carlos Elorza
Massiel & Ryan Merrit
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OUR PARTNERS
We are honored to get to work with our incredible partners. Thank you for all
the outstanding work that you do and for helping us turn our objectives into
groundbreaking solutions. Long may our work together continue.
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Dazzle Africa
11700 West Charleston Rd,
#170-66
Las Vegas, NV 89135
United States
Tax ID: 45-4150138

Written & Designed by Sara Mizzi
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